2018 Micro 270cc Sprint Rules

Safety: Cars must be equipped with a properly mounted five point harness. Belts must be 5 yrs
old or newer.Drivers must wear SFI approved fire suit, gloves,fulfaced helmet, neck brace or
head and neck restraint system, and arm restraints. Raceceivers are required any time car is on
the racing surface.
Weight: Minimum car and driver weight 600lbs. Top 3 will go directly to scales once leaving
the racing surface. Failure to go directly to scales or not meeting minimum weight will result in
disqualification from that event. In the event that cars are qualifying all cars must scale.
Engine: 2 Stoke single Cylinder. 270 cc Max. Naturally aspirated- No forced injection. No fuel
injection. Engines may be spot checked for bore and stoke at any time for a protest fee of
$50.00 if found to be legal the fee will be forfeited to the protested car owner. If found illegal
the fee will be returned to the protester and the illegal car will be disqualified for that day’s
events and forfeit all entry fees. Engines will be teched by a member not associated with the
car or engine being teched. Stock 450cc 4 strokes are allowed.
Fuel: Methanol Alcohol. All fuel caps must display car #.
Body: Cars must have complete body (Sprint Car Appearing). No part of the car may extend
front or rear bumper or past the outside edge of the Tires. Wheel base shall be a minimum of
56” and maximum of 70”. Width of car shall be a minimum 40” and maximum of 60” (At tire
sidewalls).
Wings: Maximum airfoil size 12sq ft. Side board maximum size 24” x 54”. Must have a 12” tall
car number on each side board and top of wing. Minimum 8” Tall number on the tail tank both
sides.
Bumpers and Nerf Bars: All cars are required to have bumpers and nerf bars. Nerf bars must
extend to the middle of tire but may not extend beyond outside edge of tires. Bumpers must
extend beyond forward and rear of the tires. Made to sustain a push.
Adjustments: Maximum 4 in car adjustments. In car defined as any adjustment that affects car
performance and is within reach of driver while in car. No rear steering adjustments allowed in
car.
Drive train: All cars must be rear wheel drive only. Chain drive only.

